
Have You Made Any Progress in Coming Out of the World System?

Remember this? What does it mean?

Remember this? What does it mean?

I gave a teaching1 which outlined what components of our lives have come from the world system. This is
the system that we belong to as Australians, but not as sons. Our nationality is the Kingdom of God, or
Heaven, if you like. To align with the way we are to live as sons, we have to ‘weed out’ those things of
the world which are either irrelevant and distracting or unrighteous and therefore damaging to us.

1 – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/A-Check-up-to-See-How-much-You-Are-in-the-World-System.pdf 
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My suggestion for the process is:

(1) First of all, is to monitor your speech. What do you say? How do you say it? To whom do you choose
to speak? Do you speak the first things that come into your head, or do you assess every word before it
comes out of your mouth? Do you finish other people’s sentences for them when they aren’t struggling
for a word? So, how can we align with heaven when our speech (and therefore our heart) are out of
alignment.

(2) Next, look at your attitudes. These come from your heart, so they really need to be dealt with from the
inside-out. What do you think of other people? Do you see the good, or are you always seeing the bad or
the not-so-good? Do you discriminate against others? Why? Has the Spirit told you to do that or are you
operating out of your prejudices?

(3) Then, monitor your thoughts. Your thought-life is where the enemy, your base nature, your mind and
emotions are most likely in control. You’ll find most of your thoughts are not Kingdom thoughts, or
appropriate as a son. Keep cancelling those that you notice are inappropriate and change your thinking to
something appropriate (like your current responsibilities). This is hard work, but absolutely essential.

“Refuse to allow your thoughts to become the garbage dump of your soul. Set your sights higher so
that your thoughts reflect spiritual truth and things that are good and not evil. You do not have to go
down the path of destruction. When you change your mind, you change your path.” 2

(4)  Next, I suggest you look at your discretionary spending. What do you spend your money on, once
you’ve paid your bills? Do you use a credit card to pay for things before you can afford it? Why do you
use a credit card?

(5) Finally, look at how you use your time outside of any employment responsibilities. Are you focussed
on Kingdom activities then? If not, when do you think of Kingdom activities and do them?

These are 5 starting points. Yes, starting points. If you check the list here (‘World System Check List’)3

you’ll see that almost everything you have been taught to be involved in or do is either from religion or
the world system. 

Here’s the real challenge: Do the checklist for yourself and see what percentage of your life activities and
interests actually come from the world system and not the Kingdom.

GOOD ADVICE – From my experience, and from what my King has taught me: Work at eliminating
the easy ones first, not the difficult ones. Do it one-at-a-time. The hard ones will kill your desire to
change and you will stall. Discarding a lot of easy ones will encourage you to deal with the harder ones
later on.

We have a ‘heap’ of changing to do – all of us. Our aim is to be totally in alignment with Heaven.

IMPORTANT: Focus  on  changing  yourself,  never  on  other  people’s  faults  –  unless  you're  in  an
oversight, mentoring or fathering position.

Laurence
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